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It has successfully demonstrated a
variety of benefits, such as stopped and merging vehicle

more, nothing less. It takes into consideration actual

require unprecedented collaboration among local, state
and federal officials, as well as engineers, technology
providers and the automotive industry.
Congress, for its part, should work more closely with the
U.S. Department of Transportation to conceive a new
program that reduces earmarks or requires them to meet
specific criteria for approval. Funding for such

expenditures must be weighed against their ability to help
solve the crisis we’re facing.
Elected officials at every level need to build consensus
and break down strong barriers and mindsets to such a
dramatic change.
It is time. We can no longer assume driving on 1950s
infrastructure will support America’s challenges of
congestion, safety and economic competitiveness. We
have to move forward, reshaping how transportation
projects are funded and delivered. Policy making at the
pump must end.
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